SERVING UP SAFETY
Our Safe at Work Breakfast Series brings nationally recognized speakers to share inspirational true stories, leadership support, methods for transforming safety cultures, advice on avoiding/de-escalating confrontations, regulatory training, and more. The programs are intended for anyone working in the safety, human resource, and health field. Participants leave with knowledge to make their jobs easier and workplaces safer. This event is a great opportunity to network with other safety and HR professionals from various industries while enjoying a delicious hot breakfast.

YES! Sign me up:

NAME ____________________________________________________________

COMPANY _________________________________________________________

ADDRESS _________________________________________________________

EMAIL ____________________________________________________________

PHONE ___________________________________________________________

Tickets may be purchased for a single session, a complete series of 14 sessions or as a full table of 8 for all 14 sessions. Discounted pricing for the complete series and for a full table. Choose from the following options:

☐ Complete series (14 sessions) $385 Member | $415 Non-member

☐ Full table of 8 (14 sessions) $2,464 Member | $2,656 Non-member

☐ Single ticket - $45 Member | $57 Non-member

Can’t make it to a session? Tickets are transferable! Give your ticket to a co-worker or client.

Not a member? Register NOW to receive discounted rate!

For questions or for more information, contact Tiara Brooks, Customer Relations Coordinator: 402-898-7364 or Tbrooks@safenebraska.org.
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